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Edmond Halley. Leonhard Euler. Mason and Dixon (of "line" fame). Captain James
Cook. James Short.
With the probable exception of the last man listed, these names are all very recognizable, yet it seems most unusual for them to appear together. What could they
possibly have in common?
The answer, of course, is given away in the title of this article. All were players in
the extraordinarystory surroundingobservations of the transits of Venus-that is, the
passages of Venus across the disk of the Sun, as viewed from Earth-that took place in
the eighteenth century. Only five transits of Venus are known to have been observed in
the history of mankind, in 1639, 1761, 1769, 1874, and 1882. Thus no one alive today
has seen one. But this will soon change, for the next transit will take place June 8,
2004, and another will follow on June 6, 2012.
Though transits of Venus are rare and beautiful astronomical events, they could not
have earned a significant place in the history of science for aesthetic reasons alone.
The extraordinary attention devoted to these transits, especially in 1761 and 1769,
was due to their usefulness in determining the length of the astronomical unit, that is,
the mean distance from Earth to the Sun, in terms of terrestrial distance units such as
miles. Indeed, one estimate of the astronomical unit, computed from observations of
the 1769 transit and published in 1771, differs from modem radar-basedvalues by a
mere eight-tenths of a percent [5, 9].
The first purpose of this article is to offer a glimpse into the rich history surrounding
observations of the transits of Venus, especially the transit of 1761. But a second and
more importantpurpose is to give a mathematical description of the methods used by
Mr. James Short following the 1761 transit to deduce the length of the astronomical
unit. As June 8, 2004 draws near, one is sure to read of the upcoming transit in the
popular press. This article is intended to augment the popular accounts by providing
mathematical insight into the event for those who are able to appreciate it.

predictionandthe firstobservedtransits
Kepler's
Our story starts with the German astronomer Johannes Kepler in the early part of the
seventeenth century. Though Kepler never witnessed a transithimself, his significance
in the story is enormous for two reasons.
First, according to Kepler's Third Law, as it is now known, the ratio of the square of
a planet's orbital period to the cube of its mean distance from the Sun is the same for all
planets. From this law, the relative scale of the solar system can be determined simply
by observing the orbital periods of the planets. In fact, Kepler's own estimates of the
relative distances of the known planets from the Sun do not differ significantly from
modem values. But Kepler was unable to translate his discovery of the relative scale
of the solar system into absolute terms, for he badly underestimatedthe length of the
astronomical unit. His estimate of 3469 Earth radii (actually the largest of several of
his estimates) was roughly seven times too small, and so his understandingof absolute
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distanceswithinthe solarsystemremainedconsiderablyflawed[13]. DespiteKepler's
naiveestimateof the solardistance,his thirdlaw remainsone of the greatachievements
in the historyof science,andis unquestionablyfundamentalto understanding
the size
of the solarsystem.
The second connectionbetweenKeplerand the transitproblemis much moredirect. It was his predictionin 1629 of the transitsof Mercury,in Novemberof 1631,
andVenus,in Decemberof 1631,thatled to the first-everobservationsof suchevents.
Keplerpredictedthatthe Venustransitwouldnot be visible in Europe,neverthelesshe
askedastronomersto keep watchon the 6th and7th of Decemberin case his calculations were imperfect.He also "directedhis requestto observethis transit... to sailors
who wouldbe on the high seas, andlearnedmen in America..." [13]. Unfortunately,
there is no evidence that anyone successfullyobservedthe 1631 Venustransit.On
the otherhand,at least threepeople saw the transitof Mercuryin 1631 as a resultof
Kepler'sprediction.Of these, PierreGassendiwrote a detailedaccountof the event.
Thoughno attemptwas madeto use this transitto determinethe lengthof the astronomicalunit, Gassendi'sobservationwas significantnonetheless,for it revealedthat
the apparentdiameterof Mercurywas far smallerthanhad been assumedby Kepler
and his contemporaries[7]. Kepler,unfortunately,died on November15, 1630, and
thusdid not live to see his brilliantpredictionfulfilled.
Kepler'stransitpredictionswere based on his RudolphineTablesof 1627, which
wereproducedas a resultof his workwith the greatDanishastronomerTychoBrahe.
By the same method,Kepleralso predictedthe 1761 transitof Venus,but imperfectionsin thetablesled himto believethatno transitwouldtakeplacein 1639.Following
Kepler'sdeath,the BelgianastronomerPhilipvan Lansbergproduceda set of tables,
now known to be considerablyinferiorto Kepler's,but which did in fact predicta
transitin 1639. It was in tryingto reconciledifferencesbetweenLansberg'stables
and the RudolphineTablesthat a brilliantyoung Englishman,Mr.JeremiahHorrox,
becameconvincedthat a Venustransitwould indeedoccur in 1639 [15]. Regarding
Lansberg'stables, Horroxwrote [14], "I pardon,in the meantime,the miserablearroganceof the Belgian astronomer,who has overloadedhis useless tableswith such
unmeritedpraise... deemingit a sufficientrewardthatI was therebyled to consider
andforseethe appearanceof Venusin the Sun."
Horroxwas richlyrewardedfor his laborsin correctingthe RudolphineTables,for
on December4, 1639, he becameone of the firsttwo peopleever to observea transit
of Venus.The event was also observedat a nearbylocation by his friendWilliam
Crabtree,whomHorroxhadalertedin the weeks precedingthe event.No attemptwas
madeby Horroxto use the Venustransitto determinethe solardistance,but as with
Gassendi'sobservationsof Mercuryin 1631,the eventservedto showthatthe angular
size of Venuswas far smallerthanhadbeen assumed[13].

Solar parallax
We now pauseto presenta few technicaltermsthatare essentialfor the development
of the story,using the terminologyfound in Taff [12]. In FIGURE1, a is the angle
betweenthe line throughthe centersof the EarthandSun anda line throughthe center
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Figure1 The equatorialhorizontalsolar parallaxa
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of the Sun and tangent to the Earth's surface. The angle a is known as the horizontal
solar parallax. Denoting the Earth's equatorialradius by re and the Earth-Sundistance
by A, it is clear from FIGURE1 that a = sin- (re/A). But of course A is not constant!
If A is chosen to be one astronomical unit (au), the mean distance from Earth to the
Sun, then a is known as the mean equatorial horizontal solar parallax. For brevity,
the term solar parallax is commonly used in place of mean equatorial horizontal solar
parallax, with further distinctions made only when the context requires it. With the
preceding definitions and the understandingthat re is known, it should be clear that the
problem of finding the length of the astronomical unit in terms of terrestrial units is
equivalent to determining the solar parallax a. Finally, to properly prepare the reader
for the discussion that follows, we note that a modem value for the solar parallax is
8.794148" [12], where a minute (') is the sixtieth part of a degree and a second (")
is the sixtieth part of a minute. We also point out that smaller estimates of the solar
parallax correspond to larger estimates of the astronomical unit, as expressed in miles
(or kilometers, or Earthradii, or...).
Kepler's Earth-Sun distance of 3469 Earth radii corresponds to a solar parallax of
about one minute. Through the course of the seventeenth century, estimates of the solar parallax continued to diminish, due in large part to a vast increase in the quality
and quantity of telescopic observations of the planets. By the end of the century, leading astronomers had all begun to believe that the solar parallax was considerably less
than one minute, though there was little uniformity and often less than compelling reasoning behind the variety of values that continued to appear in scholarly works. The
uncertainty'that remained early in the eighteenth century is nicely illustrated in van
Helden's Measuring the Universe [13], where we find that no less an authority than
Newton was still undecided about the solar parallax: In the second edition of the Principia (1713), he used 10"; in notes for the third edition he variously used 11", 12", and
13", and in the third edition itself one finds a solar parallax of 10? .

EdmondHalley'scall for action:an internationalscientificeffort
Though the idea of using a transit of Venus or Mercury to determine the solar parallax dates back at least to the Scottish mathematician James Gregory in 1663, it was
Edmond Halley who became its greatest advocate. Halley observed a transit of Mercury from the southern hemisphere in 1677, and in his report on the observations, he
discussed the possibility of using transits of Mercury or Venus to determine the solar
parallax. Of the two, he believed that the geometry of Venus transits was far more
likely to produce accurate results. Halley proposed the Venus transit idea in papers
presented to the Royal Society in 1691, 1694, and most importantly,in 1716. Because
Halley was one of the most influential astronomers of his time (he became the second
Astronomer Royal in 1719), his paper of 1716 became "a clarion call for scientists
everywhere to prepare for the rare opportunity presented by the forthcoming transits
of 1761 and 1769." [15]
Halley's 1716 paper [4] begins by lamenting the wide variety of solar parallax values in use at the time, some as large as 15", and suggests 122 as a plausible value.
He goes on to describe roughly his method of determining the solar parallax from observations of the transit of Venus that would take place in 1761, even going so far as
to describe the proper locations to send observers. "Thereforeagain and again,"writes
Halley, "I recommend it to the curious strenuously to apply themselves to this observation. By this means, the Sun's parallax may be discovered, to within its five hundredth
part..." The essence of his method was to calculate, based on the 122" hypothesis,
the expected difference in the duration of the transit as observed at two widely differ-
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ing locations."Andif this differencebe foundto be greateror less by observation,the
Sun'sparallaxwill be greateror less nearlyin the sameratio."As we shallsee, thiswas
exactlythe idea behindthe methodsemployedby JamesShortwhen the transitactually took place.But despitethe claimby AckerandJaschek[1] that"thismethodwas
used by Halley in 1761 and 1769,"Halley had no illusionsthathe would personally
puthis methodinto practice,for he died in 1742 at the age of 85.
Halley'spapercalled for observersto be stationedfar and wide acrossthe globe,
a monumentaltask in 1761. Despite the obviousdifficultiesinvolvedin sendingobserversto distantlocations,not to mentionthe fact thatGreatBritainandFrancewere
in the midst of the Seven Years'Warat the time, the responseto his call was overwhelming.In all, when the transittook place, there were at least 122 observersat
sixty-two separatestations,from Calcuttato the Siberiancity of Tobolsk,from the
Cape of Good Hope to St. John'sin Newfoundland,and of course, at a large number of locationsthroughoutEurope[15]. Manyhadtraveledweeks or even monthsto
reachtheirdestinations.Unfortunately,
it is impossibleto describein this shortarticle
all the adventuresof those who set out to observethe 1761 transit:of CharlesMason
andJeremiahDixon who set out for the EastIndies,buthadn'tso muchas left the English channelwhen theirship was attackedby a Frenchwarship,leaving 11 deadand
37 wounded;of the FrenchmanChappewho traveled1500 miles acrossRussiato Tobolskby horse-drawnsleigh,once havingto roundup his desertingguidesat gunpoint;
of the FrenchmanLe Gentilwho was preventedby the warfromreachinghis destination in India,and so was forcedto observethe transitfromthe rollingdeck of a ship
in the IndianOcean.The interestedreaderwill findexcellentdescriptionsof theseand
otherexpeditionsin HarryWoolf's book on the eighteenth-century
transitsof Venus
[15]. All in all, the effortsto observethe 1761 transitof Venussurelyamountedto the
greatestinternationalscientificcollaborationin historyup to thattime.

JamesShortand his computationof the solar parallax
JamesShort(1710-1768) is not well knownin moder mathematicalcircles for the
simplereasonthathe was not primarilya mathematician.
ThoughShortstudiedunder
Colin Maclaurinand displayedsome talent in mathematics,he achievedfame and
fortuneas one of the most skilled telescopemakersof the eighteenthcentury.In his
lifetime, Short made some 1,370 telescopes, of which 110 still exist today [3]. A
"Shortbiography"might also mentionthat he was a candidatefor the post of Astronomer Royal, a frequent contributorto the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society,a friendof BenjaminFranklin,and a co-discovererof a nonexistentmoon of
Venus [3, 6]. Shortwas a memberof a special committeeestablishedby the Royal
Society to plan the studyof the 1769 transitof Venus,but died beforethe plan could
be implemented.
Shortobservedthe 1761 transitof VenusfromLondon,in the companyof the Duke
of Yorkandotherhonoredguests.In the monthsfollowingthe transit,Shortcollected
a good deal of data from the variousobservationsthat had takenplace worldwide.
These he publishedin the PhilosophicalTransactionsin December1761, in a paper
entitled The Observations of the internal Contact of Venus with the Sun's Limb, in
the late Transit, made in different Places of Europe, compared with the Time of the
Same Contact observed at the Cape of Good Hope, and the Parallax of the Sunfrom

thencedetermined[10]. A second article [11], virtuallyidenticalin naturebut with
a greatdeal moredata,appeareda year laterin an attemptto strengthenthe case for
his computedsolarparallaxvalue.We shall now examinethe methodsShortused, as
describedin the 1761 paper.
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Figure2 Contactsat ingressand egress
FIGURE2 illustrates the positions of Venus on the disk of the Sun at four crucial times during the transit. Times tl, t2, t3, and t4 are the times of external contact
at ingress, internal contact at ingress, internal contact at egress, and external contact at egress, respectively. Next, in FIGURE3, one can see that the track of Venus
across the Sun shifts upward as the observer moves further south on the surface of
the Earth. This upward shift has two consequences that are crucial to Short's computational plans: first, the t3 time is earlier for northern observers than for southern
observers, and second, the total duration of the transit t3 - t2 is shorter for northern
observers than for southern observers. Short's two methods simply amount to quantifying these two ideas.
N
Sun
s

Earth

I I'''

Sun
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Track seen by ...
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Figure3

Effectof latitudeon the apparenttrackof Venus

We can easily illustrate Short's first method just as he presents it in his first paper,
that is, with virtually no computational details whatsoever! First, we note that the t3
time observed in Greenwich was 8:19:00 AM local time, whereas the t3 time as observed at the Cape of Good Hope was 9:39:50 local time. (In fact, it was Mason and
Dixon who provided the valuable observations from the Cape, having been prevented
from reaching the East Indies by their skirmish with the French warship.) The difference is 1h 20' 50". Now most of this difference is due to the difference in local times,
which Short determines to be 1h 13' 35". Since one hour of local time difference corresponds to 15? of longitude, Short's figure is equivalent to saying that the Cape's
longitude is 18023'45" east of Greenwich. But after the difference in local times is accounted for, a time difference of 7' 15" remains, which must be the difference due to
the effect of latitude illustrated in FIGURE3.
Next, Short asserts a theoretical difference to compare with this observed difference
of 7' 15".Assuming a solar parallax of 8.5" on the day of the transit, the t3 timefor an
observer at the Cape should be 6' 8" later than the t3 timefor a hypothetical observer
at the center of the Earth, and the t3 timefor an observer at Greenwich should be 1' 11"
earlier. Thus the 8.5" hypothesis leads to a difference of 7' 19" between the t3 times
predicted for these two stations. "But the difference in absolute time," Short writes,
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"as found by observation, as above, is only = 7' 15", therefore the Sun's parallax, by
supposition, viz. 8.5", is to the parallax of the Sun found by observation, as 7' 19" is
to 7' 15", which gives 8.42" for the Sun's parallax, on the day of the transit, by this
observation..." In other words, after converting times to seconds, Short has solved
the proportion
8.5
a

439
(1)

435'

much as Halley had suggested.
In an identical manner, Short compares observations from fourteen other locations
to those taken at the Cape, and concludes that "by taking a mean of the results of
these fifteen observations, the parallax of the Sun, on the day of the transit, comes out
= 8.47", and by rejecting the 2d, the 8th, the 12th, and the 14th results, which differ
the most from the rest, the Sun's parallax, on the day of the transit, by the mean of
the eleven remaining ones is = 8.52"." He then uses this value to compute the mean
equatorialhorizontal solar parallax, which can be accomplished as follows. First, recall
from FIGURE1 thatthe radius of the Earth,which is of course constant, is A sin a. If A,
is the Earth-Sundistance (in au) on the day of the transit and am is the mean equatorial
horizontal solar parallax (which corresponds to an Earth-Sun distance of A = 1 au),
then
At sin 8.52" = sinam.
- 1.015 au,
Clearly, Short knew that A,
allowing him to compute am, for he writes
"Theparallax of the Sun being thus found, by the observations of the internalcontact at
the egress, = 8.52" on the day of the transit, the mean (equatorial) horizontal parallax
of the Sun is = 8.65"."Thus the solar parallax computation is complete. The length of
the astronomical unit in miles is now simply re/sin 8.65", where re is the radius of the
Earth in miles.
But there is a gaping hole in our understanding of Short's method. To complete
our understanding,we must develop a way to determine the 6' 8" and 1' 11" time values noted above (and similar values for other observer locations), which arise from
the hypothesis of an 8.5" solar parallax on the day of the transit. We shall approach
the problem in a manner that is undoubtedly different from what Short used in 1761,
preferringto use the tools of vector and matrix algebra that are so familiar to us.
Our first task is to develop two coordinate systems and relate them to one another.
FIGURE4 shows the geocentric equatorial coordinate system x'y'z' whose origin is
at the center of the Earth. The x'y' plane contains the Earth's equator, and the z' axis
passes through the north pole. The positive x' axis is oriented so that it passes through
the center of the Sun on the first day of spring, and is fixed in space; that is, the Earth's
daily motion and annual motion do not change the orientation, but only the location of
the origin. Thus the angle 0 in FIGURE4 changes continuously as the Earth rotates.
Now consider an observer at longitude X and latitude B, measured with the convention that -180? <X < 180? and -90? < , < 90?, with . > 0 east of Greenwich
and 0 > 0 north of the equator.If 0 represents the angularposition of Greenwich with
respect to the x' axis at a particularinstant, then an observer at longitude X and latitude
Bwill have x'y'z' coordinates
x'

y/
z'f

re cos C cos(O + X)

=

re cos

sin(0 +X)
re sin 6

.

(2)
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Geocentric equatorialcoordinates

This is just the usual spherical-to-rectangularcoordinate conversion, with the observation that latitudes are measured up from the equator rather than down from the north
pole, as is standardin calculus texts.
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Figure5 Geocentric equatorialand heliocentric Venus transitcoordinates
FIGURE5 shows the x'y'z' coordinate system along with a second system xyz that
we shall call the heliocentric Venus transit coordinate system. The xyz coordinate
system is chosen with the origin at the center of the Sun, the xy plane containing
the Earth's orbit, and the positive x axis directed through the center of the Earth at
midtransitas viewedfrom the center of the Earth. The xy plane is known as the ecliptic
plane.
Converting from one coordinate system to the other is accomplished as follows:
first, a rotation about the x' axis through the angle E (the tilt of the Earth's axis with
respect to the ecliptic plane) makes the x'y' plane coincide with the xy plane; next, a
rotation about the z' axis (now pointing in the same direction as the z axis) through
an angle of 0 makes the x' axis coincide with the x axis; finally, the x'y'z' coordinate
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system is translated one unit in the positive x direction. The angle / represents the
Earth's position with respect to the Sun at midtransit June 6, 1761, and placing the
center of the Earth exactly one unit from the center of the Sun at midtransit is simply
a computational convenience. (This distance unit, which we shall use to measure all
distances in the following discussion, is approximately one astronomical unit, but not
exactly so because the Earth is not at its mean distance from the Sun on June 6.) The
rotations and translationare accomplished via
y
z

-sin
0

0
1

cos
0

0
0

cosE
-sine

sin
cose

y'
z'

.

+
0

(3)
The Earth's daily motion and annual motion must be accounted for as time elapses
from t = 0, the moment of midtransit (as viewed from the center of the Earth). For
the former, we increase 0 in (2) according to 0 = 00 + 15t (degrees), where 00 is the
position of Greenwich (with respect to the positive x' axis) at t = 0 and t is measured
in hours. Of course the 15 arises from the fact that the Earth rotates 15? per hour. We
shall approximate the Earth's annual motion for the short duration of the transit by
assuming that it takes place entirely in the positive y direction. Denoting the Earth's
angular velocity at the time of the transit by wc, the displacement at time t due to the
Earth's annual motion is approximatedby [0, oet, O]T.By adding this displacement to
the right side of (3) and by using (2) to determine [x', y', z']T, we can determine the
xyz coordinates at time t of an observer at longitude X and latitude f.
The essence of our method is to derive vector equations based on the simple observation that the center of the Earth,the center of Venus, and the center of Venus's image
on the Sun (as viewed from the center of the Earth)must be collinear. We shall then repeat the computation, replacing the center of the Earthwith the position of an observer
on the surface of the Earth. FIGURE6 shows the track of Venus's image across the disk
of the Sun, as viewed from the center of the Earth. At t = 0 (midtransit),the center of
Venus's image on the Sun (in xyz coordinates) is at Io = [0, d cos u, d sin u]T, where d
and u will be computed from observations. The center of the Earthis at Eo = [1, 0, O]T.
Assuming that, for the short duration of the transit, the motion of Venus takes place in
the plane x = xv, simple vector addition shows that the position of the center of Venus
at time t = 0 is Vo = Io + xv(Eo - Io).
z

d

A

c< "ri (radiusof image)

Figure6 Trackof Venus'simage on the disk of the Sun
FIGURE6 shows that at time t = T (the moment of internal contact at egress
as viewed from the center of the Earth), the center of Venus's image is at IT =
[0, R cos(u + v), R sin(u + v)]T. Meanwhile, the center of the Earth has moved to
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Figure7 Motion of Venus in the plane x = x,
ET = [1, ceT, 0]T. In FIGURE7, which shows the motion of Venus from t = 0 to
t = T, the angle i is the inclination of Venus's orbit to the xy plane. If wo is the
angular velocity of Venus, then the distance the planet travels from t = 0 to t = T is
approximatedby x woT, so that its location at time T is
0O
cosi

VT = Vo + x,w,T

.

(4)

- sin i
The vector VT - IT must be a constant multiple of the vector ET - IT in order for
the center of the Earth, the center of Venus, and the center of Venus's image on the
Sun to be collinear, and the first coordinates tell us that the constant is xv. By equating the second coordinates in the vector equation VT - IT = XV(ET - IT), expanding
cos(u + v) and simplifying, we are able to obtain
sinu =

X (We- cov cos i)
(

)VC

T.

(5)

-d2

(1 -x v/2

Likewise, equating the third coordinates, expanding sin(u + v) and simplifying, we
get
x,vW

cos u =-

sini
n

T.

(6)

(1 - xv)v/R2 -d2
The identity sin2 u + cos2 u = 1 allows us to obtain
T

R2

(-xv)+

T=

Xv

V)

2

+

-

- d
2 OvWecos i

(7)

Once T is known, equations (5) and (6) allow us to determine sin u and cos u.
Next we repeat the computation for a viewer on the Earth's surface at longitude X
and latitude P. Let t = Tobe the time at which our observer sees the internal contact
at egress, where once again t = 0 refers to the moment of midtransitas seen from the
center of the Earth. Let ITO= [0, Yc,Zc]Tdesignate the center of the image as seen by
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the observer at time t = To, and note that y2 + Z = R2. As noted in the paaraph

following(3), the observer'spositionat t = Tois
OT

=

(

+

o(

,

wherethe vector [x, y, z]T is exactlyas given in (3). By changingT to Toin (4), we
obtainthe positionof the centerof Venusat time t = To,thatis
/ O
VTO= Vo + XVWVTO cos i

- sin i

As before, the vector VTO- ITOis a constant multiple of the vector OTO- ITO,and the

firstcoordinatesforce the constantto be x/,x. Equatingthe secondcoordinatesgives

us Yc= M + NTo, where
cos u - x,y
= (1 xv)xd

M

X -X

= XX
xand N
and N =

i - XvDe ,
X -Xv

and equating the third coordinates gives us Zc = P - QTo, where
P=

(1- xv)xd sin u - xz
X - X

an
and

Then y2 + 2 = R2 becomes (M + NTo)2 + (P-

Q

Q=

XXCv sin i
X - xv

QTo)2 = R2, which can easily be

solvedfor To.(The + sign in the quadraticformulagives the correctroot.)
Ourobserverat longitudeX andlatitudeP shouldsee the internalcontactat egress
To- T hourslaterthana hypotheticalobserverat the centerof the Earth,assuming
the differenceis positive,and ITo- TI hoursearlierif the differenceis negative.To
illustrate,we restatethe valuesgiven previously:for an observerat the Capeof Good
Hope, To- T = 0.10222 hours,or 6' 8" later,whereasfor an observerat Greenwich,
To- T = -0.01972 hours, or 1' 11" earlier.

We now addressthe problemof determiningvalues for the manyparametersthat
havebeenintroducedinto ourwork.Therearethreesourcesfor valuesof theseparameters:First,Shortspecificallylists a few of the valuesthathe uses; second,and most
importantly,many of the values can be computedfrom Short'svalues using the underlyinghypothesisthatthe solarparallaxis 8.5"on the day of the transit;third,there
are a few values relatedto the Earth'sdaily and annualmotionsthatShortundoubtedly knew,but did not specify.For these last-mentionedvalues,we resortto moder
sourcesthatreadilysupplythe necessaryinformation.In all cases, we shalluse Short's
valuesfor the latitudesandlongitudesof the observersas given in Short'sfirstpaper,
for accuratedetermination
of the longitudewas a significantproblemin 1761, andthe
use of moder valueswouldseriouslyaffectthe results.In usingShort'slongitudevalues, one mustbe carefulto note thatnot all aremeasuredwithrespectto Greenwich,a
standardthatevolvedsometimeafter1761.
Let us reiteratethatourcoordinatesystemis chosenso thatthe centersof the Earth
and Sun are exactlyone unit apartat midtransit,as seen fromthe centerof the Earth.
All distancesin the followingworkwill be measuredin termsof this unit.Underthe
8.5" hypothesis, the radius of the Earth is therefore re = sin 8.5". Short gives the dif-

ferencein the parallaxesof Venusandthe Sun as 21.35"on the day of the transit,so
we may take 29.85" as the parallaxof Venus.Thereforethe Venus-to-Earth
distance
is given by re/sin 29.85" = sin 8.5"/sin 29.85", so that x, = 1 - sin 8.5"/sin 29.85".
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Figure8 The radiiof the Sun and the image of Venus from their angulardiameters

Next, Short'svalueof 31' 31"for the angulardiameterof the Sunon the day of the observationgives us a valuefor the solarradiusR = sin(31'31"/2);likewisehis valueof
59"for the angulardiameterof Venusgives us thevalueri = tan(59"/2)(see FIGURES
6 and8). ThusR = R - ri is known.Shortalso gives the minimumangularseparation
of the centersof Venusandthe Sunas 9' 32",as seen fromthe centerof the Earth.This
figure,basedon the actualtransitobservation,gives us d = tan(9'32").And last,Short
gives us two valuesregardingthe motionof Venus,the firstof whichis co, = 3' 59.8"
of arc per hour.The second is i, the inclinationof Venus'sorbitwith respectto the
planeof the Earth'sorbit.The valuepublishedin Short'spaper[10] is i = 8?30' 10",
a value that is surely the result of a typesetting error. For this value produces nonsensical results, whereas the value i = 3? 30' 10" not only agrees well with the modem

value[9] butproducesresultsthatmatchShort'squitewell. It is inconceivablethatthe
best dataavailablein 1761 hada 5? errorin the inclination.
For the parametersthat Shortomits from his paper,modem referencesby MontenbruckandPfleger[8] andRoy [9] provideus with the appropriate1761 values.For
the Earth's daily and annual motions, we have used E = 23.47?, f = 256?, 00 = -25?,
and We = 2' 25.0" per hour. To obtain 0 from 00, we have assumed the constant t value

of 3 hours,whichapproximatesthe semi-transittime andwhichthereforeallowsus to
determinethe observer'sxyz coordinatesat the momentof internalcontactat egress.
experiencesuggeststhatthe calculationsarequitesensitiveto changes
Computational
in we, but much less so for E, 0, and 0.

The lack of certaintyas to the exactvaluesJamesShortused for i, E, 0, 00,andWe,
the sensitivityof the computationsto We,andourratherdifferentmethodof computing
the To- T valuesmakeit impossibleto matchShort'svaluesexactly.But the results
are consistentlyclose, differingfrom Short'sby roughly 1%.Thus the To- T value
for the Cape of Good Hope, computedby the above method,is 6' 12",comparedto
Short'svalueof 6' 8".The tablebelow lists datafor fourotherlocations,the last being
a locationin presentday Finland.The second column shows our computedTo- T
value followed by Short'svalue in parentheses.The thirdcolumn is the difference
betweenthe Capeandthe givenlocation,againwith Short'svaluein parentheses.The
fourthcolumnshows the differencein time of internalcontactat egressbetweenthe
given locationand the Cape, as actuallyreportedby the observers.The last column
shows the resultingsolarparallaxon the day of the transitcomputedas in (1), with
Short'svaluein parentheses.
Location

T-

T

Greenwich -1' 12"(-'11")
Rome
-0' 14"(-0' 13")
Stockholm -2' 20"(-2' 18")
Cajaneburg -3' 1"(-2' 59")

Diff. fromCape Observed
724" (7' 19")
6' 26"(6' 21")
8' 32"(8' 26")
9' 13"(9'7")

7' 15"
6' 26"
8' 25"
8' 56"

Parallax
8.33"(8.42")
8.50"(8.61")
8.38"(8.48")
8.24"(8.33")
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Forfurthercomparison,we notethatShort'scomputedvaluesfor the solarparallaxon
the day of the transitfall between8.07"and8.86",basedon datafromthe fifteensites
studiedin his firstpaper[10].

Short'ssecond method
Short'ssecondmethodfor computingthe solarparallaxis reallyjust a smallvariation
on the firstmethod,and so it will be very easy for us to describe.This methodcomparesthe observeddurationof the transit,that is, the time betweeninternalcontact
at ingressandinternalcontactat egress,to the theoreticaldurationof the transitcomputedfromthe 8.5"hypothesis.In the notationof the previoussection,the theoretical
durationfor an observerat the centerof the Earthis simply2T, whichcan readilybe
computedfrom (7). By this method,the durationis 5h57' 59", whereasShortgives
the value 5h 58' 1".For an observeron the surfaceof the Earth,one can computea
theoreticaldurationfrom the 8.5" hypothesisas follows. First,computeTo(the time
betweenmidtransitand internalcontactat egress)just as before.Next, by evaluating
0 = 00 + 15t at t = -3 instead of t = 3, and by using the - sign in the quadraticfor-

mulaused to determineTo,we obtainthe time beforemidtransitat whichthe internal
contactat ingressshouldoccur.Subtractingthis (negative)valuefromthe originalTo
valuegives us the theoreticaldurationof the transitfor ourobserver.Wecan thenuse a
proportionmuchlike (1) to reconcilethe actualobserveddurationwiththis theoretical
duration.
For example,Short'stheoreticaldurationfor Tobolskis 5h48' 58", which differs
fromhis center-of-the-Earth
durationby 9' 3" or 543 seconds.But the observedduration at Tobolskwas 5h48' 50",whichdiffersfromhis center-of-the-Earth
durationby
9' 11"or 551 seconds.Then
8.5
a

center-of-Earth- theoretical
center-of-Earth- observed

543
551'

yielding a solar parallaxof 8.63" on the day of the transit.To illustratefurther,our
theoreticaldurationfor Cajaneburg
is 5h 49' 54",Short'sis 5h49' 56",andtheobserved
duration was 5h 49' 54". For Stockholm, our theoretical value is 5h 50' 27", Short's is
5h 50' 27", and the two reported observations are 5h 50' 45" and 5h 50' 42".

Shortuses this secondmethodto computethe solarparallaxon the dayof the transit
using data from sixteen differentobservers.He thus obtainssixteen values ranging
from 8.03"to 8.98",with a meanof 8.48".In a mannerthatmodernstatisticianscan
only envy for its simplicity,he concludesthat"if we rejectthe observationsof number
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 12th, 13th,and 14th,whichdifferthe most fromthe rest,the mean
of the nine remainingones gives the Sun'sparallax= 8.55",agreeing,to a surprising
exactness,with thatfoundby the observationsof the internalcontactat the egress."If
half of the datadoesn'tsupportyourconclusion,just use the otherhalf!

Thetransitof 1769 and conclusions
Thereadermayhavesensedby now thatthe transitof 1761did notproducethe definitive resultthatHalley had predictedin his 1716 paper.Despite the clevernessof the
methodandthe extraordinary
effortsthathad gone into makingthe observations,the
conclusionsthatwere drawnfrom the data still variedwidely, with muchof the uncertaintydue to the lack of accuratelongitudedata [15]. But the experiencegained
in 1761 only servedto whet the appetitesandimprovethe skills of those who would
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follow in 1769, when an equallyvast internationaleffortwas undertakento observe
the second Venustransitof the decade. CaptainJamesCook was hiredto transport
observersto the SouthPacific,andourfriendChappe(of Tobolskin Siberia)observed
the transitfromBajaCalifornia,wherehe died soon thereafter.
The lucklessLe Gentil,
who missed the 1761 transitas a resultof the war,waitedeight years in the Indian
Oceanareafor the 1769 transit,only to be defeatedby cloudyweather.And how does
Eulerfit intothe story?He certainlydidnotwitnessthe 1769transit,forby thenhe was
totallyblind,butthis did not stop him fromwritingaboutit [2]. Otherthanthese few
items of trivia,we shallnot go into the 1769 transitin any detail,for the mathematics
did not changesignificantlyfromthe workalreadydescribed.
Therangeof solarparallaxvaluesderivedfromthe 1769transit,andthusthe length
of the astronomicalunit, drewever closer to the values acceptedtoday.We close by
a moder
providingthe detailsof a comparisonthatwas mentionedin the introduction:
valuefor the astronomicalunitis 92,955,000 miles [9]. And basedon his
radar-based
analysisof the 1769 transitof Venus,ThomasHorsby [5] wrote in 1771 that"The
parallaxon the 3d of Junebeing 8.65",the meanparallaxwill be foundto be = 8.78";
and if the semidiameterof the Earthbe supposed= 3985 English miles, the mean
distanceof the Earthfromthe Sun will be 93,726,900Englishmiles."
Eight-tenthsof a percentdifference.Absolutelyremarkable.

Notes on the sources A very large numberof papers on the transitsof Venus
in 1761 and 1769 appeared in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Soci-

ety. Thanksto a projectknown as the InternetLibraryof Early Journals(ILEJ),
(Hint:
many of these [5, 10, 11] are availableat www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/ilej/.
sometimesthe "next page" arrowsat this site don't work, but adjustingthe page
numberin the URL does.) Also, Halley's paper[4] can be found online, startingat
www.dsellers.

demon. co. uk/.

One can find a numberof web sites devoted to the upcomingVenus transitof
June 8, 2004. In particular,a web site maintainedby the U.S. Naval Observatory
(http: //aa.usno.

navy. mil/data/docs/Venus2004.

pdf) gives precise infor-

mationaboutthe timesof the transitpredictedfor variouslocationsall overthe world.
Accordingto this web site, the entiretransitwill be visiblethroughoutmostof Europe,
Asia, andAfrica.Theveryendof the transitwill be visiblein the easternU.S.just after
sunrise.
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ProofWithoutWords:
EqualAreas in a Partitionof a Parallelogram

I. a+b+c=d
II. e+ f = g + h
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II.
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